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Frolic "
Dance Committee Members Set"February
For Friday
Named By Ball Chairmen At Country
Club

Ralph Gentile and Dave Reilly, chairmen for Senior Commencement
Ball, announce place and date of Ball.
At meetings held this week by
he Senior class officers and the
ommencement Ball Committee men, Dominotes Off For
he place and date of the Ball were
The Commencement Ball, a dinner
dance, will be held at the Sheraton
Biltmore Ballroom on Thursday, June
2, it was announced by Ball chairmen, Dave Rielly and Ralph Gentile.
Also, at these meetings, the Ball
Committee Chairmen were picked.
Leonard Kiernan and Pete Bransfield
have charge of the tickets; Dave
Webster and Tom Brayton will handle
•he arrangements; Jack Kelly and
Pete Palmieri will select the favors
(or the affair. The program will be
designed by Ronald McGee and Tom
McNellis, while Bernard Fortin and
James Reynolds will send out invitations. Len Riley and Steve Marry
ave charge of the Ballroom. Tom
licci and Angelo DeRobbio will
andle publicity, and Frank Barone
nd Gene Toro head the music comlittce. Car placement will be oblined by Bill Murphy and John
lurphy.
Meetings of all these committee
i eads will be held this week for the
I urpose of determining the price
i f the Ball bid, and for the selection
if an orchestra.
1

Albany Appearance

10 CENTS A COPY

Hockey Team Honored
A t Testimonial Dinner
—

^

Te
7t R F?^nnS aks
The Blackstone Valley Club of Sophs Donate Gift
Affair
Providence College will hold its February Frolic next Friday night. Feb- To Progress Fund
ruary 18, at the Pawtucket Country
The Fighting Friars, Providence
Club. The BVC social committee has
promised a gala time for all attend- Gifts and pledges totaling nearly College's spirited hockey team, were
ing. Since this will be the last big 240 dollars have been received by honored last night at a dinner spon
college dance before the Lenten sea- the Providence College Progress Fund sored by the Hockey Booster Club of
Providence The colorful affair was
son begins, it looms as one of the from the class of 1957 Father Charles held
at the Narragansett Hotel
social highlights of the school year. McKenna. O.P.. director of the drive,
it as a magnanimous ges- Dick Rondeau, hockey coach, inVic Stevens and his nine piece or- described
ture. considering that the students formed this reporter that the dinner
chestra. with a female vocalist, will were
called upon to donate their time was held to honor the team upon its
provide the music for the ever popu- and efforts
to collect from Rhode entrance into the N.C.A.A. "1 think
lar affair. The scene of the Frolic, Island residents.
it is a big step forward for the team
the new Pawtucket Country Club, is
the college So far, the team is
regarded by many as the most beauti- Fr McKenna added that it was over and
on a level keel and the boys art
ful spot of its kind in the state of and above his expectations for the steadily
progressing,' stated the popstudents to make this donation in
Rhode Island.
! ular mentor.
the name of the class.
Bids for the semi-formal, non-flor- In a statement to the COWL, Fr
Father Schneider, O P , a very
al event are S3.50 per couple and Thomas
McBrien. class advisor said strong supporter of P.C hockey, at
may be purchased at the ticket booth "The enthusiastic
support
of
the
Prog,
in the rotunda of Harkins Hall or ress Fund by the Sophomore Class is tributed much of the progress of the
from any member of the BVC ticket another sign that the class of '57 will team to th«. fine work of Coach Ron
committee, which includes the follow- realize its high ideal: The greatest deau. He ; aid: "The boys have ad
vanced marvelously in the past three
ing members: Paul Sutton, Jack Kel- class ever to graduate from P C.' "
years under Dick's guidance."
ly. Charlie Gnys, Jim Hagan, Rollie
The
sophomores
were
also
in
the
Hicks, Harry Toole, Paul Fournier,
The N.C.A.A. recognized the Friars
limelight
last
week
when
two
hundred
and Tim Harrington.
in anothei way this year. Ed Monand
fifty
stout
hearted
persons
braved
The Pawtucket Country Club is lo- Friday's fickle weather, and made the ahan. P C forward, broke the
record for goals scored in
cated on Armistice Blvd., in that city stag
dance sponsored by the class a N.C.A.A
the Springfield game by scoring 3
and dancing will be from 8:30 p.m. financial
as
well
as
social
success.
goals in 45 seconds.
till midnight.
Sophomore President Tony DeBer- Father Aloysius Begley, O P . Ath
ardino announced that girls represent- letic Director at the college, gave the
ing nearly twenty different schools invocation Father Vincent Dore, O P ,
Pyramid Players
were on hand. Music was furnished i Dean of Studies, represented Father
by Arnold Sarazen's band. Mr. Sarazen Slavin who was unable to attend
is vice-president of the class.
Consider Plays
Over two hundred guests heard the
team lauded by the several speakers
who included: Terry Reardon, Gen
P. C.'s dramatic group, the PyraDay Off Denied
era) Manager of the Rhode Island
mid Players, met last Thursday to
determine what play would be suit- A request by the Student Congress Reds Harry Cleverly, Hockey Coach
able for presentation. A number of to have Monday, February 21, de- at Bo ton University; John "Snucks
plays were submitted, among them clared a free day has been denied Kelly, hockey coach .it Boston Col
were "Bell, Book and Candle," "Af- by the Administration, it was learned lege; and Don Whiston, coach of the
Brown hockey team
fairs of State", "My Three Angels", today by a COWL reporter.
Paul Connolly, P C. Alumni Secre
"All My Sons" and "The Detective
Story." Of all those considered, Pres- A spokesman for the Congress tary. was toastmaster There were
ident James Renzi decided that "My stated that the "Administration did several other speakers including the
Three Angels" would be most adapt- not feel justified in granting the re- representative of Governor Dennis J
able to the Providence College stage quest at this time." The Congress- Roberts, who unfortunately could not
However, this selection is not definite man added that the reason set forth be present.
for the denial of the request was The dinner had been suggested by
and is subject to change.
very sound and that the Congress
No date, at present, has been set urges all members of the student Charles Hogan, Howard McGuinness
for try outs, but one will be pub- body to respect the opinion of the George Murphy, and several other
lished soon.
Administration in this matter.
active alumni.
;

The P. C. Dominotes, representing
the College Glee Club, left by bus
at noon today for Albany, N.Y.,
where they will take part in a
minstrel show on Feb. 16, 17, and
18th, sponsored by St. Teresa's
Parish of that city.
The repertoire of the group will
include such old favorites as "Kentucky Babe", "Down on Thoity Thoid
and Thoid", "Old Songs", and the
ever popular, "Mood Indigo".
The group, originally the "Septones", is now in its third year of
existence. Since its conception, the
group has performed at all the College concerts and on three occasions
has performed individually, twice at
the annual St. Vincent de Paul Concert in Providence and a third time
in New London, Conn.
Making the trip will be Seniors
Jim Connors, Tom Coyne Tom McNellis and Leo Lavallee; Sophomores.
Tom Molloy and Tony DeBarardino;
and Freshmen Jim Felice and John
Coughlin.
While in Albany, the group will be
staying at the DeWitt Clinton Hotel

Juniors Talent Show
Monday, February 21
On next Monday night at 8 00. the
J inior Class will present its TALENT
SHOW as a means of defraying the
ftpenses of the coming PROM There
r r ten acts scheduled, which promise
ti< round out a full evening of di• •rsifed performances
The show will begin with a short
tte-act play. "Thirst', which will
ftature Don Fandetti. Joe Fournier.
and Roland Hicks. The play will be
i drama Following them Bob Mullen will begin the comedy of the
eiening with a monologue Dick
Uivett and Jim Santaniello will folkw suit in a pantomine of the song.
•Sisters" recorded by Rosemary and
Hetty Clooney The vocal talent of
i e class. Jim O'Conner. has a few
:»nes which his tenor voice promises
o raise to immortality . To close the
rtrst part of the show. Dan Walsh.
Providence College's "Poet Laureate",
•ill delve into the third degree of
it*traction on some of the more
tttstanding poems of the ages
In the second part of the show.
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the team of Fandetti. Fournier, and
Hicks will return in a not so serious
presentation of "St George and the
Dragon" Versatile Joe Fournier,
running like mad back-stage, will
follow up with a pair of solo pantomines Jim O'Conner will return
with a few more selections and then
the finale of the show. Four ROTC
students. "The Cadets", have a little
song that should strike home to
many of the juniors.
The evening should be. in all, very
entertaining—bring your fathers,
mothers, sisters, brothers, and girlfriends Paul Fournier, general chairman of show, has set the admission at
the nominal price of fifty cents.
Jim Santaniello. the show's director. will be holding rehearsals todaytat 2:00 in the Auditorium), tomorrow. Friday, and the Final Dress
Rehearsal at 2:00 on Sunday afternoon He said that all rehearsals will
start promptly: whichever acts show
up first will be the first rehearsed.

Six Alumni Finish
Training Programs
Six recent PC. alumni have successfully c o m p l e t e d specialized
courses in schools of our armed
forces. Three of these men, Carl P.
Buniva, Henry V Collins, and Ronald
F. Lamarre. all class of '54. are
R.O.T.C. grads who were commissioned as second lieutenants right
here on campus last June. They recently were graduated from the transportation officer's basic course of the
Army's Transportation School, Fort
Eustis. Va.
The other three grads. Joseph
O'Bymachow, James E. Marum. and
John J Salesses. are now among the
ranks of the Leathernecks They received their commissions in the Ma
rines last summer after basic training. On December 15. 1954. they completed the officer's basic course at
the Marine Corps School, Quantico,
Va. During training, which began in
July, they were instructed in basic
amphibious warfare, infantry techniques. leadership, military instruction. and other Marine Corps topics.
Upon completion of the course, the
men were ordered to duty with the
Fleet Marine Force, or to advanced
specialty schools.

Combined Frosh And Soph Classes
Hear Msgr. Murray And P. Tremont
On last Wednesday, the ninth of
February, Monsignor Edward G Mur
ray. Regional Chaplain of NFCCS,
and T Paul Tremont, President of
the New England Region, visited the
campus and spoke to the combined
Freshman and Sophomore classes on
the National Federation of Catholic
College Students.
Monsignor Murray spoke on what
NFCCS is and mentioned that in the
Middle Ages there was a student community to which every university student throughout Europe belonged
and through which he fulfilled his vocation. Similarly, the NFCCS is trying to realize such a student community.
He spoke of the challenge of our
times to which Catholic college students must respond in an integral
Catholic way. The influence of the
Catholic students in this country' <»
quarter of a million) is enormous,
but it has to be properly coordinated
and expressed Again, this is the
function of the federation
President Tremont spoke on the
value of the NFCCS as the only or
ganization for all Catholic students
(Continued on Page <)

Msgr. Edward C. Murray
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in Student Government. The President should
be responsible to the Congress and to the
Student Body which elected him by giving him
this extra authority. This has been accomplished by the increase of executive duties.
We hope that the Congress will vote final
approval when these measures come up for
confirmation at the next meeting. They deserve the wholehearted support of all members.
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Association, and the Rhode Island Intercollegiate
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Daniel Walsh,
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Ronald Dubois,
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Bernard Dzinski,
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George Hickey, '56
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Steve O'Neil. Jr.
Richard Rice,

Staff

Richard L. Fogarty, '56; Louis F. W a r r e n , '56; Arthur Phelan
•57; Dick Arruda, '57; J o h n Valva, '57; Dick McCarthy, '57
Robert Roher. '57: B e r n a r d Carroll, '58: Bill Davis, '58
Jim W e s t w a t e r , '58; Bob Carroll, '58; J a m e s Sullivan, '56
William Paquin, '57; Vincent Smith, '57; J a c k Morrissey, "57
Mike Victory. '56; Lou Verchott, '56; Howie Lipsey, '57; Bill
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Are Minds Decaying?

Religion being an essential part of a Catholic college education, it is a sad state of affairs when one of the more important religious
societies has to yield to the raging "Dance
a Week" clubs.
It seems that the Third Order of St. Dominic has been discontinued because of the lack
of interest on the part of students. It is the
general consensus that if you are a member of
this club you are thought less of. But if you
stopped to think it over you would realize that
those who condemn you for being a "holy Joe"
are nothing but a group of immature braggarts. They haven't reached the stage yet
where they are able to distinguish the essential from the superfluous.
We only hope that this is not another sign
of decaying minds. The debating society is
slowly dying because of lack of interest, and
now one of the religious societies has become
defunct for the same reason. The intellectual
and spiritual interests should not be dropping
off but should be growing. It is for those
reasons that we are here—for perfection, not
existence.

New Executive Powers
The Student Congress is to be commended for the fine work which is accomplished
at its last meeting. The amendments to the
By-Laws which the solons adopted, display a
great deal of far-sightedness. For the most
part they simply clarified and set down in
clear, concise language many powers which
the Congress has exercised since its inception.
However, these powers were merely implied
and could not actually be found in either the
Constitution of the Congress or its By-laws.
The new amendments will prevent future disputes as to just what the Congress may or
may not do.
The new elastic clause gives to the legislative body the power to make any and all
laws and regulations which that body may
feel is necessary to carry out its powers. This
is especially important because it can easily
be seen that any organization which does not
have this lawmaking authority could quickly
become ineffective.
The powers of the Congress President
were also increased by the new bills. For example, he now has the power to make appointments of persons to such positions as the Congress may create. This should, if the Congress creates positions, help to alleviate some
of the routine work which the members of
the Congress are called upon to perform. The
Congress may now seek help in these duties
from outside its own membership, which it
was previously legally powerless to do. The
necessity of Congressional confirmation of
appointments by the chief executives serves
as a check on him and helps to insure that
capable and responsible men will be appointed
to positions in the Student Government.
The new presidential power of veto over
the acts of the legislature is another new and
forward-looking idea. It can serve to prevent
rash and hasty passage of legislation and yet
has the safeguard that the Congress may
over-ride the president by a two thirds vote
when they think that he is in error. These
amendments help to concentrate authority and
responsibility. It is our belief that they are
sound, although they may be a new concept

Two Works Reviewed
One Bitter, One Happy
Gary MacEoin, Nothing Is Quite Enough, New
York, 1953, 306 pages.
John Tettemer, I Was A Monk, New York,
1951, 281 pages.
Both of these books are non-fiction accounts of men, who, having embraced the religious life, left it; the older, John Tettemer,
because of philosophical difficulties; the
younger, Gary MacEoin, because of dismissal
by his superiors.
John Tettemer's story is that of a young
man, maturing in the habit of the Passionists, and learning to appreciate the Western
Heritage of art and literature. He tells of his
studies, of the intricacy of Scholastic Philosophy and Theology. He describes community
life with humor and nostalgia. As Father
Udefonso, he works in the Vatican. Eventually he rises to one of the highest positions in
his order, that of advisor to the Master General. Then, after a physical collapse, during
his recuperation in Switzerland, he begins to
question the philosophical foundation of his
religion. Is existence predicated univocally or
analogically of God and Man? Finally, he embraces Monism. He closes his work with the
words: God is: I am not.
Gary MacEoin's story, however, is that of
a young man, renouncing the world, believing
"nothing is quite enough," and finding happiness in his life as a Redemptorist. Although
living in a community, he is separated from
his student-confreres by the silence imposed
on each student. He scrubs floors, whips himself, fasts, and studies, always looking forward to the day of ordination. Then, a day or
two before the final retreat, he is called to
his superior. Here he is told he is not to be
ordained. Suspended between the cloister and
the world, he seeks to discover the reason for
his rejection by appealing to the Vatican.
None is given. Finally, embittered and insecure, he returns to the world of "rejects,"
and tries to adjust himself to a "claw and
fang" existence.
Although the situation is similar in both
works, the tone and treatment are different.
MacEoin is bitter. He paints in brown, and
black, and gray. The monastery is drab and
barren, surrounded by an equally drab and
barren world. He sees grim, Irish peasants,
wresting life from an unwilling earth. He
sees his fellow-novices as country clods, whose
encounter with the great minds of Catholicism is both ridiculous and pathetic. He sees
his superiors as cruel, petty men, slaves to a
tradition, not worth preserving. His description of the students on annual vacation does
not bring to the reader's mind happy men,
racing along the beach like children, but
rather grim and stunted figures, standing on
a deserted beach with glowering storm-clouds
overhead.
Through his experience MacEoin learned
that people are not "black" or "white," but
rather various" shades of gray. In the monastery he saw in his brothers the "white" and
in the world without the walls the "black."
Only as he gained a realization of the swift,
competitive nature of the work-a-day world,
did he begin to appreciate the goodness of
the majority of the people.
Tettemer, however, considers his years as
a religious man the happiest of his life. He
pictures the coronation of Pius X with colorful beauty of description. With relish he
speaks of the mental gymnastics of the weekly "circle," in which a disputation was presented and defended. In the discussion of his
final difficulty with the Church he writes
with knowledge and discretion. (In 1949 Tettemer died, leaving a widow.)
Read with discernment, both books can be
entertaining and profitable.
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Reporter Questions Results
Of Malenkov 44Resignation "
By DANIEL C. WALSH
Last week's shakeup of high level
positions in the Russian government
poses some interesting questions for
us here in the United States. We
can, of course, guess at and speculate
about some of the answers, but for
the most part, only the passage of
time will reveal how astute they
may be.
The realignment of power and authority in which that old 'live wire',
the obese Premier Georgi Malenkov
was demoted to the position of
power stations certainly came as no
'shock' to the old boy. While the
average U.S. citizen may have been
more than a little surprised at his
ouster, it was not totally unexpected
by U.S. foreign policy experts and
journalists who specialize in this
field (of which this writer does not
pretend to be one). In light of recent developments in the Soviet
Union, the magazine, U.S. News and
World Report had several weeks ago
ventured the opinion that something
was brewing in that dark and mysterious land and that this something
did not portend well for the political
aspirations of her fallen leader. They
had also interpreted significant events
as meaning that the Red Army would
be given a stronger position in the
new regime. This prediction proved
to be quite correct when the most
prominent Russian hero of World
War II, Marshal Georgi Zhukov, the
conqueror of Berlin, was named as
the new Soviet Defense Minister.
Zhukov succeeded Nikolai A. Bulganin, who was moved up to the post
of Premier, replacing the 'fat one'.
Comedown For Georgi
Malenkov's new job may be quite
a comedown for one who had ambitions to fill the shoes of the late
lamented dictator, Joe Stalin, (for it
is no secret that 'The Man Without
a Chin' dreamed of the day when he
could be top man on the totem pole
and boss of all Russia), but from past
Soviet treatment of those who confess their failure, the 'Hero Boss'
was lucky to escape with his worthless hide. Usually the best treatment
that failures can expect in the Soviet
Union is to spend the rest of their
miserable days shoveling snow in
Siberia. Perhaps G. M. owes his second chance to the fact that while

he was Premier he attempted to ease
the lot of the average Russian by a
raised standard of living and increased production of consumer
goods. This undoubtedly set well
with the citizenry and it is possible
that his successors feared the reaction of the people if they eliminated
him immediately.
More Hot Water Ahead?
However, Georgi may not be out
of trouble yet, for it is quite conceivable that once the new regime
has solidified itself and become entrenched and the people have forgotten about the fate of their former
Premier, Khrushcev and the boys
may decide that they can dispense
with his electrical genius and one of
these bright days, old 'two ton' may
get a bullet between his beady black
eyes. At any rate, for the present
at least, Malenkov has been given
more mercy than he showed to the
late and dreaded boss of the secret
police, Laurenti Beria, whom he had
liquidated on trumped up charges of
treason in December of 1953. This
was at a time when Malenkov was
conducting a purge in order to
strengthen his own position.
Getting Tougher?
The new crew in the Kremlin evidently stands for a tougher foreign
policy than has been espoused in the
years since the passing of that noble
man, Joe (Executions-Cheaper by the
Dozen) Stalin. This was evidenced by
the fire and brimstone speeches aimed at the 'capitalist dogs' by that
grand old man, V. M. Molotov, Russian Foreign Minister, the rapier
tongued orator of the Kremlin, and
by Marshal Ivan Konev, who wears
enough medals to sink a battleship
Bulganin also got his two cents worth
in by proclaiming the armed might of
the Soviet and warning the west not
to try any funny business. Konev's
speech, incidentally, is another indication of the new prominence of
the military. Just what all this hot
air may mean to the United States
and her allies remains to be seen.
According to the statements by
highly placed Russian officials, the
new regime is going in more for
heavy industry and the production of
war material in order to build up
the defensive (?) strength of the
(Continued on Page 6)
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Pledges Are Restated g E M S U
At Frosh Inauguration b. c. Next week
—

—

—

•

New England Region Of NFCCS
Held Winter Carnival In N. H.

.

The new officers of the Freshman the oath of office by President Web- Over the course of the last two
SIR FABIAN FUBAR
suggestion was tabled until the ReClass were sworn into office last ster who invited Representative Hagan days, the College debaters have On ByFebruary
11, 12. and 13, the gional Congress at Worcester next
week by acting President of the Stu- I to the rostrum for the privilege of taken on dual debates with Clark Winter Council meeting
of
the
New!
April.
dent Congress David N. Webster, in swearing in his brother, Jim. the new University on Monday and Holy Cross England Region of the NFCCS was
At 5:00 Saturday afternoon. MonCollege on Tuesday. Both debates
brief, but impressive ceremonies Freshman Vice President.
held at Mount St. M a n ' s College in signor Murray celebrated Benediction
which were held in the lounge of Har- | In his inaugural address, President took place in Worcester.
New Hampshire. Providence in the college chapel followed by a
kins Hall before an audience of sup- Mclntyre pledged his administration Howie Lipsey '57 and Sal Ger- Hookset,
was represented at the three- supper for the delegation.
porters, classmates, friends and mem- to a year of hard work for the bene- shovitz '57 upheld the Affirmative College
fit of the class and to the fulfillment and Richard Martin and Joseph O'Neil day conclave by Pat Kirby, '55, Senior The evening entertainment was probers of the Congress.
and Paul Quinn, Myles vided by a square dance. The "do-siThe newly elected officers, Mike of those programs and principles i were on a novice Negative team Delegate;
and Dick Gleason. Alter- dos" and "alemande lefts" were inMclntyre, President; Jim Hagan, Vice which they had recommended during | against Clark. On the following eve- O'Connor,
terrupted by the pleasant announcening, Lipsey and Joseph Buckley '56 nate Delegates.
President; Dick Kerr, Secretary; and the campaign.
formed an Affirmative and Ger- On Friday evening registration ment that Providence had defeated
Larry Mailloux, Treasurer, are all
shovitz and Gene Voll '55, Club Presi- took place at Mount St. Mary's, with Fairfield University by a score of 65members of the Veracratic Party and
I dent, upheld the Negative against the girls being assigned to rooms at 57.
were swept to victory in the recent
the Mount, and the men residing at After Sunday morning Mass and
j the Crusader orators.
class elections.
I One week from today, Voll an- St. Anselm's College in nearby Man- breakfast at the Mount, plans werd
Presidents Joe Reilly and Tony Dej nounced, the Friar debaters will hold chester. Other business taken care of made for the Worcester Congress and
Bernardino of the Sophomore and
debate with Boston College at the first session included the adop- a resolution was sent to the United
Senior classes and Representatives The Western Mass. Club, in a meet- ain dual
The teams have not yet tion of rules and an agenda for the States Congress in Washington, D. C .
Joe Hagan and Paul Quinn were ing recently, planned a party and beenBoston.
expressing the Regions desire that
announced.
meeting.
named to the committee to escort the discussed a dance and social gatherOn Saturday morning the gueSt the pending "Right to Work Act" be
officers-elect to the rostrum by Presi- ing. John Ferguson, club president, The topic for debate this year is, speaker,
Reverend Richard Boner, defeated by that body. This law,
"Resolved: That the United States
dent Webster. As the group entered announced a social outing for Feb- Should
Diplomatic Recogni- talked on summer camps for Catholic which is currently in force in several
the hall, they were accorded a stand- ruary 21. He said "If we do not tion to Extend
the People Government of students in New England and the southern states forbids such labor
ng ovation by the assembly and Frank have school Monday, the outing will Communist
China."
NFCCS promised to look into the mat- practices as the closed shop. Another
be
re-scheduled
for
Wednesday,
the
Barone played the traditional "Hail
resolution sent to the solons asked
ter.
23."
to the Chief".
that the United States assist the CathSWIMMING
CLUB
The
reports
from
the
various
Tentative
plans
have
been
drawn
The officers were then administered
olic countries of the world to fulfill
up for an Easter Dance to be held The Swimming Club is requesting j commission chairmen were read and the Holy Father's appeal that the city
in conjunction with another Catholic all interested swimmers to get in accepted. The main discussion on Sat- of Jerusalem be internationalized.
College. Letters requesting coopera- touch with club officers. A swimming urday was the Public Relations ForQUIZ CHAMPS FAIL
Minneapolis (ACP) — The Uni- tion have been sent to several col- meet will be scheduled in the very um in which the problem of "blocs"
near future. More swimmers are in the region was discussed. By
ersity of Minnesota Quiz Bowl kids, leges.
vho have mowed down twelve uni- A May beach party was also men- needed. Since the swimming is on an "blocs" it is meant one or two colersities in the weekly College Quiz tioned. It was well received by mem- informal basis no Olympic stars are leges banding together to push some
lowl program Saturday nights over bers and another meeting will be expected. Since there has been little legislation through the NFCCS quickJBC, came up with a complete blank held in the near future. Some plans interest in the club this year there ly. Mention was made of changing
>n one question last week.
for better organization of the club has been mentioned the formation the way in which a college is repreNot one could repeat the second were discussed and will be referred of a water polo team. If such a team sented (the present system is two A novel idea in off-campus dances
tanza of the University's alma mater, to at a later and more appropiate is organized games with other schools delegates per school and one more will be inaugurated by the Providate.
delegate per 500 students), but the
and teams will be scheduled.
Minnesota, Hail to Thee."
dence Club. Rather than crowd its
annual Pre-Lenten dance into a busy
week-end, the social committee of the
club has decided to hold the affair
on Tuesday, February 22 Other than
being a holiday. Tuesday is the last
day before Lent. It may be safely
stated that this dance will be the
last Pre-Lenten function sponsored by
a group from Providence College.
The Washington Day Dance, which
is the novel title of the affair, will
be held at the German Club on Glenbridge Avenue, Providence. Dancing
is from 8:30 to 12:00 p.m. to the music of Arnold Sarazen and his orchestra. The price is $1.50 per couple
Tickets and directions may be obtained from Dick Lovett, Jack Brady,
Bob Carroll, Frankie Trainer, and a
few other members of the club

Western Mass
Outing Feb. 21

Pre-Lenten Affair
Held 3y Prov.Club

Put a SMILE in your

SMOKING!

N. Y. Retailing Conferences
Representive To Attend
On Friday, February 18, two Provii dence College students an a faculty
representative will attend the seventh
annual conference on "Careers in
Retailing" at New York University'!
School of Retailing The annual meeting is designed to give students a
knowledge of the opportunities offered by this field and of how to
prepare for them.
More than 160 students and visitors representing 55 eastern colleges
and universities are expected to attend the all-day meeting. The program includes lectures by prominent
retailing executive*, visit! to New
York fashion showrooms for Spring
styles previews, and a luncheon sponsored by the N. Y. U. Merchant's Advisory Council. This group represents
more than 30 department stores. A
behind-the-scene tour of Bloomingdale Bros department store in Manhattan will terminate the day's activities.
Attending are Robert A. Paul and
Robert Ricard and Mr Maurice J.
Timlin, Placement Director of the
College.

7*y C H E S T E R F I E L D S ^

Track Photos

You'll smile your opprovol of Chesterfield's
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FRIARS BATTLE RAMS TONIGHT
Pucksters To Ready
For New York Foes
With Williams Tilt

By PAUL POWERS
The upper classmen may remember that it was about this time last
year that the Rams from down South County way made their annual visit
to the home of the Friars. You may also remember it was on that night
that a young fellow from the borough of Brooklyn, and his name wasn't
Moran, decided that it was about time to try to break the school record
set by Henri Either of 34 points and on that night he went out there and
fired away. With about two minutes remaining in the game, Mr. Cuddy
looked down the bench and called for a sub, and with 31 points on his
credit account Ralph Tedesco took his place on the bench to watch the
outcome of the Friar victory.
Or maybe these upperclassmen remember way back to when Ralph and
the younger Moran were just freshman. On that night the Friars really
poured it on as they went over the century mark. That was two years ago
when the Friars had a group of scorers lead by Bob Moran and the ever
tricky Hank McQueeney. That was the time the team could realy rely on
the big guns to pull them through most of them.
This year the story is a little different. Now they must rely a great
deal on that defense of theirs. This they have been doing in recent contests and the results have shown to the good advantage of the Cuddymen.
Now the club is also relying on all around team efforts. This was surely
seen in their most recent victories over the Bear and on Saturday when
they traveled to Fairfield.
To "say the team is playing in team efforts and then go and pick one
man out of the lineup as the most outstanding would be wrong. So let's
see why the Friars have been clicking.
1. Five games ago Frankie Williams was sitting on the bench just
playing in spots. But the splinters must have been irritating so he stepped
into the starting lineup. The results were rewarding to both Frankie and
Vin Cuddy. Of those five games, the Friars have four of them and probably if they hit more consistently from the foul strip they would have
won the fifth.
2. Teddy Tedesco has finally begun to come out of his scoring slump
and has been hitting in double figures of late. Besides his scoring feats,
Ted has also been playing a fairly good floor game and has been grabbing
his share of rebounds. He hasn't hit his peak of 31 points, but he may try
for it again tonight.
3. Jack Ritch has been improving with every game and he proved
this greatly in the Brown game in which he gave Tooley of the Bears quite
a battle. His scoring has been very helpful and of course his rebounding
has been invaluable.
4. Mike Pascale. Well Mike has been what the Friars really needed.
He scores very well (24 points last time out) and is a great help under the
boards. If given a little room to move or set he can get you as many as
twenty a game.
5. This guy I consider old reliable. In Ken Kerr, the Friars have a
guy who can score well and who can get a dozen or better in rebounds a
night. Besides, he gives the opponents quite a sore night around the
boards with his rough tactics. Against Fairfield he grabbed 21 rebounds.
With the "big three" under the boards the Friars will give the "big
three" from URI a pretty busy evening. And of course there'll be Williams
to get into Stenhouse's hair.
This is my view of the court Friars as of now. I hope the boys won't
let us down and flub this one; let me down from the writer's view, let
coach Cuddy down from the coach's view, and let the rooters down from
the grandstand view. Let's see plenty of hustle.

Runners Drop Dual Meet
To Northeastern, 6 9 - 3 0
It could be said that the P.C. track
forces literally "ran all over the
place" on Saturday. In the morning
they traveled to Boston and were
downed in their first dual meet of
the indoor season by the score of
69-30 by Northeastern. After the
meets four of the trackmen boarded
a train scheduled for the Gotham
City to enter the NYAC games.
In the meet with Northeastern the
Friars won only two of the ten events.
These two, the two mile run won by
Rod Boucher and the broad jump
won by Gerry Fahey, were the lone
Friar wins.
The only double winner of the meet |
was Tom Lacey, who won the mile
run and the 1000 yard run for North- j
eastern. The Friars finished second |
and third in two events, the 600 and
the 1000.
In the night cap in New York, the
Friar's one-mile relay team of Tom
Costello, Ed Nelson, George Dupuis,
and Dean Slocum ran third behind
the relay teams of Seton Hall and
Holy Cross.
Northeastern Results:
45 H H
I
( I ' ) : :i. F a h e )
15—1, C a r t e r
Miller ( N l .
Tl
llllft— I , M i l l e r

PendlitMl
I S ) :
2.
Malln*
(PI
Thut—6.Is.
( N l : 2. M c C a r t h y ( X ) ;
3.
me-r.s.
( N l ; 2 , S e l l . I.• I S ) : 3 , M e -

Alk'e ( P ) . Time—33.3s.
600—1. H e f f o r d ( N l ; 2, F a r l e y <P); 3,
R o r k e ( P | . Time—1:16.fi.
1000—1. L a c e y ( N ) : 2. D a n d l e y ( P ) ; 3.
M a d d e n ( P ) . Time—2:26.2.
Mile—1. Lacey ( N ) : 2, M a d d e n ( P ) ; 3,
R y a n I S ) . Time—1:33.3.
Two-mile—1. B o u c h e r ( P ) ; 2, S p e n c e r
IS): 3, Hilton (XI. Time—10:13.6.
Broad Jump—1. M a h e y ( P ) : 2, C c C a r t h y ( N ) : 2, Miller ( N ) ; Distance—21
ft.. - 1-8 In.
High jump—1. Clark ( X I : 2. M u r p h y
( N ) : 3, M a r i a (XI. Height—6 ft. 2 In.
86-pound weight throw—1. Seller ( N ) ;
2, Renzi ( N l : 3. A r o n ( P ) . D i s t a n c e —
45 ft. 2 5-8 In.
F r e s h m a n s c o r e — N o r t h e a s t e r n 81, P r o v idence 18.

^fARLWS^OSDICK
by AL C A P P

By BILL FLANAGAN
Benefiting from a schedule break,
Dick Rondeau's Friar sextet failed
to tire last Wednesday night as they
defeated a stubborn Norwich six at
the Rhode Island Auditorium, 5-3. It
was the Black and White's only game
during the week, and they used this
opportunity to pace themselves, and
thus maintained a constant offense
against the Horsemen from the north
country.
Bob Priestly's Vermont team came
here with high hopes, attired with
bright maroon and gold uniforms,
aided by the cheers of a small but
enthusiastic group of supporters. The
Norwich team opened fire with two
quick goals, taking advantage of
Providence's d e f e n s i v e mistakes.
However the Horsemen soon ran out
of gas, and the fired up Friars led by
captain Bob Reall opened the dominating attack. Bob's rush was
stopped, but Rod Gorman alertly
tapped in the rebound, and P C. was
down 2-1. The Rondeaumen continued
to apply pressure, and at 14:52 Bernie
McCrink, the former La Salle hotshot, tucked it in the net after taking passes from Sweeney and Army
behind the cage.
In the second period it was a case
of the Friars doing everything but
putting the puck in the cage as they
shot so much rubber at a good Norwich defense, that the Horsemen must
have been seeing black. Ed Hornstein, who is beginning to re-establish
(Continued on Page 6)
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P. C. To Be Underdogs
In First Series Clash

Ken Kerr

Dave Stenhouse

—Journal Photo

Tonight, the underdog P C . Friars*
play host to the Rams of URI, in the standing 6-7. Hellweg is a dangerRams annual visit to Providence. The ous man under the boards and
game at Mt. Pleasant starts at 8:30. also a pretty consistent scorer. In his
This game will be preceded by a last game, Helleweg scored 21 points.
freshman game between the Friars Besides the height of Hellweg, the
and the Ramlets.
Rams have Ernie Anderson, who
The Rams are leading in the intra- stands 6-4 and who is a good scorer,
state series, having downed Brown but who also has been having troutwice. The Friars have won one game ble of late with a badly injured
in the series, beating Brown. A vic- wrist. Von Wehye towers around the
[ tory tonight for the Friars would put vicinity of 6-5, and co-capt Dave Stenhouse stands 6-1.
By JIM WESTWATER
them in the series lead.
11:30 League
Sophs Spark
who is right at home
Soph. Business took over first place Both the Friars and the Rams have Stenhouse,
the Ram campus, has been
in the 11:30 League last week by two sophomores in their starting line- around
leading scorer for the Rams since
knocking off Freshman Social Science ups who have been scoring regularly the
the graduation of Bill Biard. A fine
43-27. Gleason, Fly, Fitzgerald and for them. Actually P C. has three sec- outside
who mixes his shots
Errity led the attack for the Business ond year men in the starting quin- with a shooter,
one-hander, a two-hand set,
students, which was a sparkling team tet, Frank Williams, adding to the and a jump
shot. Stenhouse is also
effort in one of the cleanest and best Friars' attack.
a good defense man, usually playing
played games so far.
Von Wehye and Ron Mar- the opponents' best floor man.
The Freshman squad is still staying In Bill
the Rams have a real one-two Exclusive of their starting five and
close behind the Sophomore team rozi,
in the scoring department. Von probably Bob Stairs, a sub, the Rams
though, as they bounced back after punch
Wehye besides being a fine scorer is have a weak bench since the loss of
their defeat to beat Soph. Social also
a
fine rebounder. Marrozi scores Bob Serra. Serra, who was in his
Science, 40-26, and Soph. Education, from the
outside on sets and jump junior year, left school three weeks
43-38. Karam and Dragon were high shots.
the last game, Marrozi ago. Serra's absence could be felt, for
scorers in the first game as they bagged In32 points,
a losing cause. he was usually in double figures.
scored 18 and 16 points, respectively. In the game beforein that
Wehye
Dragon also led the Freshman team set a field goal record inVon
Tedesco Had 31 Last Year
of
in the second game as he tapped in Mass. gym, when he scored the14 U.goals
In the first meeting of these two
19 points; Walker scored the same from the floor.
teams last year, in which the Friars
amount for Soph. Education.
prevailed, Ted Tedesco got a hot hand
The
Friars
have
their
own
two
The Sophs from the Business Build- soph sparks in Mike Pascale and and threw 31 points through the hoop.
ing also added another victory to
Ritch. Both these boys are scor- If Ted repeats this performance, the
their record last week, as they beat John
ing
regularly
up around 16 and 17 Friars could surely come through
Soph. Biology 46-26.
points a game. Besides being good with their second victory in the intraThe Freshman Club will have a scorers, Pascale and Ritch form a state series.
chance to even thd count, as they tough twosome under the boards.
meet Soph. Business tomorrow at Neither of these fellows have scored Probably playing the best basketball of his college career, Capt. Ken
11:30.
30 points or over, but both have the Kerr will be leading the Cuddymen
12:30 League
potential to do so, and this may be in their game with the Rams. Kerr
With a 43-23 victory over Junior the night they've been waiting for. has been helping the Friars right
Social Science and a 23-19 triumph
along in the scoring column and of
State's Big Man
over Senior Social Science, the un- The Hellweg,
Rams are rather a tall club, course his board play has been superb.
defeated five of Soph. Chemistry took vith their
biggest man Art Helleweg
(Continued on Page 6)
over undisputed possession of first
place in the 12:30 league. Encell and
Graham were high scorers in both
tilts as they helped pace their squad
to its 4-0 record.
IT PLEASES US TO PLEASE YOU
Scores of other games played last
HAIR C U T T I N G A S P E C I A L T Y
week were: Jr. Business 30, Jr. Soc.
WE S P
(Continued on Page 6)
c R E^'^¥SE IN
1214 SMITH STREET

Intramurals

ANDY'S TONSORIAL PARLOR

C A T C H H F I R S T - 1 M U S T FIX.
HIML , MV H A I R , W I T H
Q U I C K L Y ? . / WILDROOT CREAM
OIL'.'-REMOVES
LOOSE DANDRUFF-

-RELIEVES D R Y N E S S KEEPS HAIR NEAT
BUT NOT-uGH.?-_
GREASY.'/'

AT A L L TIMES.1* NOW, I
BUT
WILL BE A CREDIT T O F
MY
T H E DEPARTMENT J
NAME
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/ 3
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u
PAGE.'.'-GET
PRUDEIn
W I L D R O O T C R E A M PIMPLETC
O I L . <^HARLIE.'.'
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Lenten Thoughts

S. 11 iJurnout
Vote 2)own
S-i mors
P. "WeeL

By J. R. SALVATORE
ity, as we know, is the greatest need
To many college students Lent among Catholics today. All our mor
means little or nothing and life goes tification—fasting, praying, danceless
-end
on as before—one weekend to an- Fridays—are in vain if our love for
The
Junior
Class
went
to the polls
other If some think of Lent at all, God and for our neighbor is not an
Ihey see it only as a vestige of bygone active and ever-driving force of our last week to decide on the issue of
days And yet to some Lent means a life. Loving God in Himself, and lov- a weekend to accompany the Junior
morbid time of penance and morti ing Him in our neighbor—that is our Prom.
fication—it s like being on a diet We goal in Lent and in life. When Lent The supporters of the issue were
hoping for a clear cut majority in
simply don't like it! This is not a is over, love alone will remain.
favor of the proposal. However, alnew attitude towards Lent for scrip
most 40<"c of those who voted were
ture reminds us: "They understand
none of these things . . . they under- A i m Of Congress not in favor of the weekend, which
was too great a percentage to make
stood not the things that we said."
the proposal financially feasible. In
Perhaps the best way of getting a Is Series' Theme
addition, the poor showing of the
true concept of Lent would be a close
class was attributed as doing much to
study of the Lenten masses.
Know your Student Congress
the issue. Of 265 Juniors in the
Exactly what do we do during Lent? In an effort to keep the students kill
class, only 178 voted, which is barely
Most of us practice mortification by informed about their student govern- a 68% representation.
following the Church's laws of fast
Providence CoUege, the
The results of the voting were as
e d abstinence, and many also attend COWL is inaugurating a new series follows:
Mass more frequently and attentively. of informative articles dealing with Eligible voters
265
All these means of mortification are this subject. During the course of
not attend Prom
very good if we know what it all sig- the year, we will discuss such points Would
. 13
nifies: It adds up to a dying with as the powers of the Congress and Notor inweekend
of weekend
62
Christ: and the right motive is love its officers, its purposes and aims, In favorfavor
of weekend
103
For Him and willingness to die with the functions of its various comHim.
mittees, and the meaning and intent
Total vote
178
And here is what Lent is all about. of various laws which the solons have
Lent is the renewal of our Baptism. passed from time to time.
St. Paul writes that Baptism is dying The topic for discussion this week Unpurchased
Song star Eddie Fisher poses with surprise guest, fiancee Debbie Reyvith Christ so that we may rise with will be the purposes and aims of the
nolds, at Veterans Memorial Auditorium.
lim. "We are buried together with legislative body. The main reason Books Will Be
lim by Baptism unto death; that as for the existence of this body is to
'hrist is risen from the dead by the act as an intermediary between the Returned Feb. 21
lory of the Father, so we also may student body and the Administration
valk in newness of life." (Romans of the college. In this capacity, it As of February 21, all unpurchased
has many important duties and func- books will be returned to the pub3).
to perform. Did you ever stop
We know it is not difficult to get tions
This date has been imposed
think about the extra days off that lishers.
By JOHN F. VALVA
Reverend Russell J McVinney, D D .
xcited over our Baptism as it hap- to
by the publishers on the bookstore
are
granted
to
the
students
during
of Providence, and was p r e
ened so long ago. But in Baptism we the school year? Most of the time as the last day we may receive re- A crowd of over two and a half Bishop
thousand people packed Veteran's sented with a gift by the Bishop
ad so little to say about it. Now as these come about only through the funds on unpurchased books.
Memorial Auditorium last Sunday, as He thrilled the audience with such
rown men with a free will we can
efforts of your elected rep- Postage will be charged on books Providence played host to Eddie favorites as "I'm Walking Behind
lave some say, by consenting to what diligent
that
have
to
be
re-ordered,
after
the
in your behalf.
Fisher, the nation's most popular You", "Lady of Spain", "I Need You
hrist did for us when He died on resentatives theacting
efforts are successful returns have been made.
vocalist. From the moment he ar- Now" (dedicated to Jimmie Crane),
he cross. It is only through our self- Sometimes
and sometimes they are not, but
rived until the time he left, Eddie and "Count Your Blessings" (dediienial in Lent that we freely consent there would be very few if it were
was surrounded by throngs of fans cated to Bishop McVinney) Also on
to suffer with Christ, and it is only not for the Congress. The student
who clawed at his police escort in the program were Borelli. the pianist;
'hen that we fully understand these Congress also has the duty of presentorder
to get an autograph from their j the radio and TV chorale of the
words of sacred scripture:
.
, "Behold
idol. He flew from New York to Providence diocese; a brother and
WE are going up to Jerusalem
and. ing to the Administration for its con- The all-important Ticket Committee i Providence
at the annual St sister acrobatic dance team; md many
>11 things that have been written
. of this year's Junior Prom is well on Vincent de toPaulsingconcert,
and before others
through the prophets concerning the
,
its
way
toward
dispersing
bids
among
'
show
he
attended
a
press con- After the concert. Fisher & Com
Son of Man will be accomplished. For ! ,
,
the students in their various concen- ference in a suite at the Sheraton- pany were taken to the airport with
lie will be delivered to the Gentiles, making powers, thus saving the Ad- | trations
a military and police escort—sirens
according to Paul J. Four- Biltmore Hotel,
and will be mocked and scourged and ministration a few headaches; how- I
and all. Hundreds of teen-agers
committee co-chairman.
Champagne And Caviar
spit upon; and after they have ever, when it cannot, it presents these I
lined the streets along the auditorium
c
o
m
m
i
t
t
e
e
,
Fournier
anAt
the
press
conference,
which
was
scourged him, they will put him to to the proper authority.
say good-bye to the sensational
nounced, will hold an important meet- attended by many well-known Rhode ! toyoung
death; and on the third day He will Another important function of the ing
crooner who had captured their
tomorrow
afternoon
at
1:00
p.m.
Island
celebrities,
champagne,
marrse again." (Quinquagesima Sunday). Congress is that of acting as the in Harkins Hall. A room notice will tinis, caviar, hors-d'oeuvres, and the hearts Every record shop in the
city of Providence will double its
Christ speaks boldly when he tells
,.
|
posted on the main bulletin board many other delicacies associated with .\ sale
of Eddie Fisher records, "coke"
is his supreme command: Unless at various affairs both here on cam- be
today.
"press
conferences"
were
in
great
\ >u take up your cross and follow pus and it other schools. The show- The following have turned in abundance, but Eddie was satisfied sales will triple and many young
I e, you cannot by My deciple." In ing that it makes has no small bearing schedule cards and thus signified their with drinking "coke". Among the ladies will be walking on air . . . but
e her words what Christ did for us on the reputation of P C. men. Their serious desire to be members of the many guests at the conference were perhaps by the time summer comes,
will be back to normal, that
v e must now do for Him.
record in this regard has been an committee: William Tally, George WPRO's Morton Blender of the "Five things
is, unless Liberace or some such perFrom this we see that our Lenten excellent one.
Kinsley,
Bob
Belden,
Roger
Belanger,
O'clock
Rush",
WRIB's
Don
Rogers
son comes to town and starts the ball
If-denial must be motivated by the
of Ihe most outstanding duties Roger Hynes, Gus Westerhuis, Ted of the "Starwagon", and WJARTV's rolling again! ! I
i >ve of Christ in which we die to of One
the
Congress
is
its
regulation
and
Lynch,
Larry
Toole,
Hugh
Moore,
Olive
Tinder,
Bill
Sharpe,
and
Johnny
irselves. In the practical order, dy- control of student activities. It can Raymond E. Coia, Jack Flynn, Joseph King. It was here that Eddie introK to one's self implies changing
be seen how things could run A Buckley, Martin Butler, R o g e r I duced his bride to-be, lovely Debbie f n t r a O l U r a l s
le's life, and a turning away from easily
rampant 'f there were no central
and George Hickey.
Reynolds. Debbie, a charming little
le's self This all seems very mor- and co-ordinating agency to keep Pereira
(Continued from Page 4)
Also Anthony Ionta. Bill Flanagan, star in her own right, announced
i d and difficult while we are enjoy- things running smoothly. It assigns Bren
Harrington, Tony DeMatteo,
<; Sc. 23; Jr Business 51, Senior Soc.
K the fullness of campus life, but dates and rooms for meetings, rec- Tom Cappelli,
married on June 17. When asked Sc. 26.
If ere is a very definite consoling reational and social events, and other Ronny Lovett. Dan Harrington,
if she thought that their mar- The schedule for the remainder of
U ought: "The third day He shall rise
i g n s dates for dances Fournier added that anyone else riage . would conflict with
r c d , their
"I the week is as follows:
a i n " Unless we die to ourselves
v i c e s in interested in joining this committee,
^
Today, Feb. 16
4e cannot expect to rise with Christ
,.
j
i
u
i Easter—we cannot fully apprehend idea of what goes on behind the should attend the meeting tomorrow. in our lives that creates a problem 11:30—Soph. Bio. vs. Senior Bio.
can be sensibly and intelligently 12:30—Jr. Business v» Soph. ChemChrist-like Easter joy without first scenes between the monthly meetworked out." Eddie agreed with this istry
l ing with Christ during Lent.
ings. Most of this work is done in
This is possible by Charity. Char- committees of which there are several. Waterbury Mothers and added, as he held his wrist out
Thursday, Feb. 17
as if waiting for Debbie to snap hand- 11:30—Soph. Business vs. Frosh
Their separate functions will be dealt
with in a later article.
Contribute To Fund cuffs on them, "I'm ready, boss " Soc. Sc
Genuinely Shy Despite Success
The Congress is the most powerful
12:30—Senior Soc vs Junior Eco.
organization on campus and it is the Tom Brayton, President of the As the couple sat under the hot
Friday, Feb. 18
motivating force which binds all of Waterbury Club, announced last week TV lights autographing pictures, mak- 11:30—Senior Bio. vs. Soph. Soc.
the other groups together. It should j , | , i b has donated $50 to the ing TV films and radio recordings, Sc.
not be underrated nor underestimated p g r e s s Fund.
talking pleasantly with the guests, 12:30—Sr. Soc. Sc. vs. Soph. Chemby the students. Unfortunately, too
addition. a substantial sum was ">ey seemed very gracious and istry
many take its services for granted. r i b u t e d from an unusual source, genuinely shy despite their success, The General Conditioning and Boxfailing to real lie its importance and
t h e r s of the club members or- Eddie was accompanied by his ing Program is not coming along as
not even taking the trouble to vote
j
the Sacred manager, Milton Blackstone. and well as expected. Most of the partiWe hope, from time to time, to Heart Auditorium in Waterbury. the New
Frank Folsom.
RCAconin cipants are not showing up at their
City.President
During of the
publish guest articles about the Con- proceeds of which were forwarded ferenceYork
he met an old friend of his. respective classes.
gress written By some of its members to the eollefe
Providence's own Jimmie Crane, who
^ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ v \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ v wTote "I Need You Now" which be,/ \ \ \ \ x \ v \ \ \ \ v \ \ \ x
came one of Eddie's top tunes. Be- B H A S K I N S
sides recording for RCA Victor, Eddie does two shows a week for NBC.
Ten of his recordings are selling more P H A R M A C Y
than 500,000 copies right now.
^ y 904 SMITH STREET AT RIVER AVE.
YOUR PRESCRIPTION
Fisher was to have appeared at a
CENTER
YOUR CAMPUS BARBER SAYS.
benefit telethon here in Rhode Island
several
months
ago,
but
according
to
TWO
REGISTERED
PHARMACISTS
"IT PAYS TO LOOK WELL."
his manager, he did not receive word
ON DUTY
of
it
until
after
the
telethon
had
CLOSED MONDAYS
HOURS 8 A. M. - 6 P. M.
been held.
ALBERT F. LILLA. BA, PH G , Prop.
-Wowed em" At The Auditorium
895 SMITH STREET
Eddie was introduced to the Most
m e n t

a t

Reporter Braves Crowd At
Concert FeaturingEddieFisher
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Edward McEntee To Speak Fr. Quirk Lectures
On Church-State Problem On N. E. History

Spike Shoe Club
To Meet Soon

1

At a special meeting called by Jerry
Cannon, club president, the members
of the St. Thomas Moore club were
informed that Mr. Edward McEntee,
a prominent Providence attorney,
will address the club late in March.
He will speak to the club on "The
Separation of Church and State Under the United States Constitution
and Rhode Island Laws." The specific date of the speech will be announced shortly.
Mr. McEntee attended P.C., graduated from Holy Cross, and received
his law degree from Boston University, class of '33. He is a former mem-

Rifle Team Splits
With UConn, B. U.
Anything hot, of course, has to
cool off eventually. The Friar's
marksmen weren't exactly cold, but
a sharpshooting B.U. team was too
much for them on their recent trip
to Boston. The University of Conn,
did, however, fall victim to the Allenmen.
B.U. showed an excellent team and
shot extremely well on their beautiful 10 point range by posting a fine
score of 1379 out of a possible 1500.
The Friar's, made an impressive
showing themselves, posting a very
respectable 1355 score. The following made the best showing for the
Friar five . . .
Pr
Kn. Oh. Score
LaBrosse 98
96
88
282
Foley
99
96
85
280
Janitz
93
87
89
269
Stapleton 100
92
77
269
Morrissey 99
76
80
255
The marksmen still remain tied
for first place with a 5 and 2 record.
The next Friar encounter will take
place this Saturday at the college
against U.R.I.

ber of the State House of Represen-' Last Thursday evening, the Rev.
tatives, and in the past held the posi-1 Fr. Quirk of the Economics Dept.
tion of United States Attorney for gave a talk to the members of the
Rhode Island. In addition, he has j History Club on the Economic Aspect
been a member of several state com- of New England. Father treated the
missions.
topic with special emphasis on Rhode
At present, Mr. McEntee is the lec-j Island's economic history and traced
turer of School Law at R.I.C.E., legal the development of wealth from the
counsel for the Rhode Island Institute 'trangular trade' of the 17th century.
of Instruction, and a senior member The triangular trade route between
of the firm of McEntee, Orme, Car- j, New England, Africa, and the West
berry and McCarthy.
Indies, involved the transfer and sale
A short business meeting will be of molasses, slaves, and rum.
held prior to the speech. Members are Father Quirk explained how the
of this era invested the
invited to bring guests if they wish. capitalists
revenue which they received from
these transactions in textile mills and
factories. For the next century and
a half they made use of the immigrant as a cheap source of labor. During this time the financial barons
(Continued from Page 4)
started to build up the state and other
Ken who is usually given the assign- sections of the New England area.
ment of guarding the opponents' top
board man will probably be facing The Economics professor referred
to the basic problem of New England
Von Wehye in tonight's game.
the lack of available capital and
Frank Williams the little spark plug as
diversfied industries. He summed up
of the Friars' attack will be the fifth his talk by saying that our foremember of the Friars' starting quin- fathers showed poor foresight in buildtet. Ever since being inserted into ing up their cities as they didn't
the starting five, Williams has leave room for expansion or to alchanged the complexion of the Friars' ternate their industries.
attack and also altered the defense
considerably.
6-8 Record
If the team gives out with performGoing into this game, the Friars ances as they have in their last five
have a 6-8 record and are at this point games, they should come back to the
sporting a three-game winning streak. halls of Harkins with a victory.

Pucksters . . .
(Continued from Page 4)
himself in the nets, went eight minutes at one time without makin" a
save since the puck was rarely out of
the Norwich zone. Finally Ed Monahan put the Friars out front 3-2
seconds before the period ended in
a scramble in front of the net.
Tom Army kept the attack going as
he combined with McCrink and
Sweeney at the eight minute mark,
and at 16:15 Roscoe Sweeney gathering a second offensive wind scored
their final marker at the 18:33 mark.'
Final score P C. wins 5-3.
Tuesday night was the big social
event with a banquet announcing their
formal NCAA entrance, at the Hotel
Narragansett. Terry Reardon was the
principal speaker.
Saturday the Friars journey to Williams College for a tuneup clash before taking on those two New York j
ice giants, Clarkson and St. Lawrence.

Friars . . .

ON ORDERS ONLY! ! !
We nominate this as "Sign of the
Year". It may be seen between the
hours of 8 and 4, Monday through
Friday, on the Supply Room door.
NOTICE
No students will loiter in the
supply room unless ordered to do
so by the supply personnel.

Cowl Meeting
Friday

(Continued from Page 2)
nation. This is, of course, the reverse of recent policies of an increased output of consumer goods.
They must be planning on something
sooner or later.
In the meantime, the United States
will, according to President Eisenhower, maintain her watchful policy
of seeing what develops behind the
Iron Curtain. In the words of the
President, just what the turnover in
Moscow means to us, "won't be apparent for some time."
COWL MEETING
On Friday, at 12 noon, there will
be a very important meeting of the
Cowl staff. Editor James Renzi has
stated that the purpose of this meet
ing will be a reorientation of the
present staff and the induction of
new members.
Renzi also requests that anyone,
possessing the talent or inclination.
' report to this meeting.

Outlet

C e m p m t i f
ItllODF. ISLAND'S LARGEST STOKE
PROVIDENCE

Where Well Dressed Men and
Young Men Buy Their Clothes

mmmmmsm

ALL N E W ! LUCKY DROODLES!
WHAT'S THIS?

REAR V I E W OF HENRY VIII O N THRONE

Galen R. Fisher
University of California

FRONT OF STORE
SELLING ELEVATED SHOES

Robert E. Collum II
Adelphi

A STUDENT'S BEST FRIEND is Lucky
Strike. At any rate, the greatest,
up-to-datest college survey shows
that college smokers prefer
Luckies to all other brands—and
by a wide margin. Once again,
the No. 1 reason: Luckies taste
better. They taste better, first of
all, because Lucky Strike means
fine tobacco. Then, that tobacco
is toasted to taste better. "It's
Toasted"—the famous Lucky
Strike process—tones up Luckies'
light, good-tasting tobacco to
make it taste even better. Luckies
taste better anywhere, any time,
as illustrated in the Droodle

Msgr. Murray . . .
(Continued on Page 1)
He stressed the various benefits which
the NFCCS gives to its members and
of the many services it offers to the
different campus organizations such
as debating, sociology, international
relations, student government, industrial relations, liturgy, Catholic Action, and Mariology groups.
Mr. Tremont also spoke of the regional press contest (in which the
Cowl is entered) and stated that the
results will be announced at the Worcester Congress in April.
The Monsignor and Paul spoke for
about twenty minutes each, and both
expressed pleasure at the attentiveness of the assembly.
Any student actively interested in
NFCCS is asked to contact either Father Anthony Jurgelaitis, O.P., mod-1
erator of the Providence chapter, or
Pat Kirby, Senior Delegate.

Dean Slocum, president and Eddie
McAlice, vice-president announced today that the Spike Shoe Club of
Providence College will hold a meeting the last week of February to discuss the Fourth Annual Communion
Breakfast which will be held during
Lent.
Members are asked to watch the
bulletin board for f u r t h e r information of this meeting.

Malenkov . . .

For solution see paragraph below.

above, titled: Skier enjoying
Lucky while whooshing under
bridge. Next time you make tracks
to a cigarette counter, Be Happy
—Go Lucky. Enjoy the bettertasting cigarette... Lucky Strike.

/i

F I R E P O L E I N CITY W H E R E
FAAYOR'S B R O T H E R O W N S R I P E F A C T O R Y

William C. Jankowski, Jr.
Boston University

Lucky Droodles* are pouring in! Where
are yours? We pay $25 for all we use, and
for many we don't use. So send every
original Droodle in your noodle, with its
descriptive title, to Lucky Droodle, P. O.
Box 67, New York 46, N. Y.
• D R O O D L E S , C o p y r i g h t 1953 by Roger Price
A R R I V A L O F IDEA
BEFORE THOMAS EDISON

Carol Hannum
Washington State

"Bette/i t a ^ t e Luckies...

LUCKIES TASTE BETTER . . . C f i e c w e / i , V n z ^ A & i , ^ M . o o d i e n . 1
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AMERICA'S LEADING MANUFACTURER OF C I G A R E T T E S

